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Development of In-Orbit High Voltage Experiment
Platform: HORYU-4
Tatsuo Shimizu, Hiroshi Fukuda, Kazuhiro Toyoda, Mengu Cho

functional/high-performance satellites (i.e. including satellites
in Low Earth Orbit -LEO- and Geostationary Earth Orbit GEO) has become over 10kW, and the array voltage of the
satellite has reached over 100V in order to sustain such power
demand while keeping transmission efficiency high. However,
the solar array voltage has reached a plateau of growth, here,
200V is known as the upper limit of solar array voltage, and
otherwise arcing occurs on the solar array by interaction with
such surrounding space environment [4]. At the moment, the
highest solar array voltage used in orbit is 160V on the
International Space Station (ISS), but such voltage level is not
sufficient for future space expropriation, and 300 to 400V has
been demanded for multi- MW class spacecraft, such as Space
Solar Power System and human exploration spacecraft to other
planets. Therefore, development of new technologies has
become essential to achieve high voltage/efficiency solar array.

Abstract— HORYU-4 is a 10kg nano-satellite and is
currently under development in Kyushu Institute of Technology Kyutech. The main mission is “in-orbit high voltage technology
demonstration” to evaluate state-of-the-art arc mitigation
technologies in real space environments. The main objective is to
perform same experiment as ground for validation of existing
test method. The obtained data (e.g. arc current waveforms, in
particular) will be fed back to the testing methods as the
waveforms on ground must have some resemblance to that in
space. To perform such experiment in-orbit, we have
implemented typical laboratory equipment (such as oscilloscopes
and video-cameras) and a high voltage source (i.e. Sphelar solar
cells, also used on HORYU-2) to this satellite, and in fact this
satellite is “miniaturized in-orbit laboratory” for high voltage
experiment. The oscilloscope and the video-camera have been
designed and developed using commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
components, which needs to provide a sufficient measurement
capability but be fitted within an allowable size and power.

In order to achieve such high voltage, many investigations
(i.e. including ground testing) have been conducted. However,
it is difficult to fully simulate complex environments in space –
e.g. spacecraft motion, sunlight, vacuum pressure, solar array
size, plasma condition and vacuum chamber wall, and
therefore no one have tested solar array under such complex
environment on ground. This means that no one has been sure
that primary arcs observe in vacuum chambers are exactly
same as that in real space. For example, HORYU-2, a nanosatellite, was launched in 2012, and its main mission of this
satellite is demonstration of high voltage technologies in orbit.
However, several arcs has been observed unexpectedly (i.e. not
observed during ground testing) at one of arc-proofed solar
array, but a sensor on-board the satellite designed to only
detect occurrences of a discharge, which is insufficient to
investigate the condition of these arcing. Therefore, detail inorbit observation for arcing phenomenon (e.g. using same
measurement method as ground) has been demanded to feed
back into the ground testing and the simulation methods –e.g.
ISO-11221.

Keywords— in-orbit ESD experiment; instrument development;
nano-satellite; high-voltage technology demonstration

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is known that accumulation of arcing is one of the
reasons for gradual deterioration of spacecraft solar array, and
a large arcing results in sudden drop in their performance
which may cause a total loss of spacecraft function
unexpectedly [1] [2] [3]. In order to ensure power generation
capability at the end of life for mission accomplishment,
investigation (e.g. simulation and testing) of the degradation is
important to characterise it for sizing/design solar arrays, and
to ensure survivability against arcing.
Other importance of such investigation is to break out of a
dilemma between the solar array degradation caused by arcing
and power transmission efficiency, in which higher solar array
voltage increases susceptibility to Electrostatic Discharge
(ESD) caused by interaction with space plasma environment
and/or solar electron. Here, a primary arc includes the ESD and
a flashover currents. However, the high array voltages are
necessary for improvement of on-board power transmission
(i.e. between solar cells and loads) efficiency to meet growing
spacecraft functions and its power demand. In order to
maintain high power transmission efficiency, the transmission
voltage needs to be increased with the one-half power of the
demand. For example, generating power of such multi-

Currently, a new nano-satellite “HORYU-4” (approx. 10kg,
30cm cube) is under development and is planned to be
launched in late 2015. This satellite is designed to perform
same measurements as typical ground tests (i.e. same
configuration and parameters, including sample solar arrays),
in order to provide essential information to answer the above
question. Here, the oscilloscope is needed to determine the type
of arc and its magnitude, and a captured arcing image will be
used for determine an exact discharge position.

T. Shimizu, H. Fukuda, K. Toyoda and M. Cho are with the Laboratory
of Spacecraft Environment Interaction Engineering, Kyushu Institute of
Technology, Tobata, 8040011, Japan
(e-mail: shimizu.tatsuo363@mail.kyutech.jp)

This paper introduces the over view of HORYU-4, design
principle and prototype development, and discusses how the
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accommodating high voltage solar arrays which are isolated
form the spacecraft main power bus, and these arrays do not
contribute to the power generation. Therefore, power budget
of this spacecraft is tighter than a typical nano-satellite due to
its limited surface area available for power generation!

satellite conducts the high voltage experiment in low-Earth
orbit.
II.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Several in-orbit experiments of in-orbit primary arc
measurement with high voltage bias have been performed
before. A similar instrument (i.e. PASCAL in MISSE-8
mission) had been operated in-orbit [5]. However, its sampling
rate (i.e. 100kHz) was insufficient to capture an arcing current,
which is typically occurred during the order of few microseconds. In addition, the PASCAL instrument is not potentially
capture the beginning of a transition edge, hence cannot obtain
entire arc current wave form.

The design of the new satellite reflects the previous issues
and the results from HORYU-2 -see Section II. The main aim
of HORYU-4 is to clarify the uncertainty in the HORYU-2’s
arcing condition and obtain further understanding of the arcing
mechanism under real space environments and evaluation of
current ground testing methods. To support experiment data
analysis, the satellite carry a GPS receiver and attitude sensors
(i.e. Sun sensors and gyro sensors).

Several arcing mitigation methods have been developed in
the Kyushu Institute of Technology. Two of the newly
developed arcing mitigation methods have been implemented
into HORYU-2, a nano-satellite, which is aimed to
demonstrate high voltage generation in Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) –see Figure 1 [6]. The solar array on this satellite
successfully generated high voltage –i.e. 350V, and performed
tests with the two target solar arrays. However, several arcs
were observed unexpectedly at one of arc-proofed (ESD
mitigation technology) solar arrays, but a sensor on-board the
satellite can only detect occurrences of a discharge on the each
solar array by monitoring an arc current [7], which provides
insufficient information to investigate the condition of these
arcing –see Figure 2. Therefore, the main aim of the new
satellite is to clarify this uncertainty in the arcing condition
and obtain further understanding of the arcing mechanism
under real space environments.

Figure 1: HORYU-2 Flight Model

III.

A permanent magnet and a magnetic-hysteresis dumper are
employed to achieve passive attitude control (i.e. no power
supply needed), and the satellite will round upon X axis that
will move along Earth’s magnetic field lines.

Figure 2: Experiment Controller
and Arc Event Counter

SATELLITE OVER VIEW

Currently, a new nano-satellite “HORYU-4” is under
development and is planned to be launched in late 2015. The
size of this satellite part is 331x313x331mm, and the mass is
around 10kg. The protrusions of this satellite are 1 VHF
antenna on –Y panel for uplink, 2 UHF antennas on +X panel
for downlink, 1 mirror boom on +Z panel for Arc Vision
Camera (AVC) and 1 visor on –Z panel to shade high voltage
solar arrays for the AVC–see Figure 10.

Figure 3: HORYU-4 CAD Model

The maximum baud rates of downlink are 100k, 9.6k and
1.2k bps, by low-speed UHF, high-speed UHF and S-band
transmitters. An arcing instantaneous image is around 2MByte
(i.e. contains 4.5 video frames), and this will be sent by the Sband transmitter, which can send around 1MB per single pass

Almost half of ±Y and ±Z surfaces are used for
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The target solar arrays are accommodated on the ±Z panels
–see Figure 3. The target solar arrays are a film-wrapped (i.e.
using an polymer film) two serially concatenated
GaAs/InP/Ge (i.e. Triple Junction) solar cells (namely, Filmed
Triple Junction Array –fTJA, see Figure 6), semi-conductive
cover-glass coated TJ cells (namely, Coated Triple Junction
Array -cTJA, see Figure 7, and an untreated conventional TJ
cells (namely, Normal Triple Junction Array –nTJA, see
Figure 5) for comparison. This film-wrapping solar array is
one of ESD mitigation technologies developed in our
laboratory and has flown on the HORYU-2 [4].

with allowing 50% demodulation error at the worst
orbit/attitude condition.
IV.

OVERVIEW OF MISSION AND PAYLOAD ARCHITECTURE

This satellite is a plat form for high voltage experiment,
and the high voltage needed for such experiment (e.g. for bias)
is supplied by high voltage solar arrays. These high voltage
solar arrays (i.e. consists of spherical solar cells –see Figure
8each cell produces around 7V and was used in HORYU-2
[6]) are mounted on the ±Y panels. A bypass diode is
connected to each solar cell terminals, and each of two solar
arrays is connected in series. Since these solar arrays are
placed on ±Y panels, this array can supply voltage at most of
attitude. The output voltage of these high voltage solar arrays
will be up to 406V (i.e. 56 cells connected in series per array),
which will be applied to the target solar arrays, a Vacuum Arc
Thruster (VAC), an Electron Emitting Film (ELF) and Double
Langmuir Probes (DLPs). Figure 4 shows a brief overview of
the experiment setup including measurement systems.

Figure 4 Primary Arc Current Path and Overview of Test Setup

Charging processes of solar arrays are different between
LEO and GEO, but ESDs are occurred by the same reason that
is concentrated electric field near triple junctions -i.e. the
meeting point of vacuum, insulator and conductor -see Figure
5. In LEO, an electrical potential of spacecraft is affected by
surrounding plasma environment, in which the potential
becomes negative against the ambient plasma due to
difference in mobility of ions and electrons. In contrast,
surface potential of solar cell cover-glasses gradually becomes
positive towards spacecraft body by ion collisions (i.e. similar
potential to ambient plasma) [8]. This potential difference
between spacecraft structure and the cover-glass creates strong
electric field around the triple junction. In addition, this
electric field forces the emission of secondary electrons from
the metal surface (i.e. an interconnector acts as a cathode), in
fact it introduces more electric potential difference. Finally,
this strong electric field causes an ESD. Then, this ESD
trigger a flashover, in which electrons will be emitted from the
ESD point for neutralizing the cover-glasses’ surface potential
as well as charges in an attached external capacitor. This
means that the electrical charges stored in the capacitor flow
from the primary arc point to the electron collector (see Figure
4). This electron collector has two roles in this experiment,
which are making bias against the ambient plasma (i.e.
interconnector potential becomes electron collector potential
minus bias voltage) and becoming an electrical terminal for
simulating the flashover phenomenon.

Figure 5 Untreated Conventional Solar Array -nTJA, (Left) Solar Array
on HORYU-2; (Right) Basic Model Cross Sectional View

Figure 6 ETFE Film-Wrapped Solar Array -fTJA, (Left) Solar Array on
HORYU-2; (Right) Basic Model Cross Sectional View

Figure 7 Semi-Conductive Coating -cTJA, (Left) Solar Array on
HORYU-2 (35% Eff Loss); (Right) Basic Model Cross Sectional View

The surface area of the target solar arrays is considerably
small compared to actual (large) solar arrays. Therefore, in
this mission, capacitors are used for simulating a typical
surface electrical charge (flash-over) on the large solar array.
The same experiment setup is also used in ground tests as
verification. In this mission, the arc current will flow as shown
in Figure 4, and the current from the capacitors are so called
“flash-over current”. Current probes (i.e. current transformer)
are placed between each target solar array and the high voltage
solar array to measure the arcing current, also measures the
blow-off current.

Figure 8 High Voltage Solar Array, (Left) Single Solar Cell; (Right)
Assembled High Voltage Solar Array for HORYU-2
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An Ethylene-Tetra Fluoro Ethylene (ETFE) film (i.e. the
thickness of 12.5μm) shields whole solar array and blocks
incoming ions as shown in Figure 6. This isolation between
the solar array and ions (i.e. space plasma) can prevent solar
array charging that causes the arcing accident –primary arc on
conventional solar array is depicted in Figure 5. This filmwrapped solar array was tested with simulated plasma
environment (i.e. up to 800V similar to LEO plasma
environment) on ground and no arcing was observed [7].
However, the arc event counter (see Figure 2) on board
HORYU-2 detected several primary arcs in the film-wrapped
solar array, when it passed through Antarctica, and it seems
that these primary arcs were caused by aurora or high energy
electrons penetrated the ETFE film, but still unknown [7].

Figure 9 High Voltage Experiment System of HORYU-3

Solar cells are coated with a semi-conductive material (i.e.
Antimony-doped Tin Oxide) which slowly dissipates charges
stored on the cover glass surface as leakage current –see
Figure 7. In addition, this coating uniforms surface potential
and prevents concentration of en electric field around triple
junction, because of the semi-conductive characteristic.
Drawback of this method is reduction in light transmissibility
which effect to efficiency of solar cells. Nevertheless, its
transparency has been improved, and the efficiency loss is
around 5% now compared to 35.5% previous one flown on
HORYU-2 [9]. This thin layer is sprayed by an automated
machine, and therefore it offers lower in cost than a
conventional semi-conductive coating (i.e. Indium Tin Oxide)
which painted by technicians.

V.

The reason for determining the minimum performance is
for a design trade-off between measurement performances and
limitations in small satellite resources. For example, mass, size,
power and downlink (i.e. data size) are impacted by the
following measurement performance requirement:
 Horizontal Performances (Time Resolution)
Input Bandwidth (Sampling Rate)
Memory Depth
 Vertical Performances (Voltage/Current Resolution)
Maximum Input Current/Voltage
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Dynamic Range
Here, high sampling speed demands more power and
creates large amount of data which requires faster downlink.
Here, changing measurement performance upon telecommand
can be a solution, but this method requires additional
components. Therefore, we need to reduce such performances
to suit a small-satellite, yet obtain complete waveforms for
future researches. Since any complete arc current waveform
has not been captured in-orbit, several ground ESD test data
were used for the requirement estimation.

Figure 9 shows a block diagram of main part of the onboard high voltage experimenting system, including high
voltage source and target solar arrays. In order to analyse inorbit primary arc (i.e. flashover in particular) phenomenon,
this satellite has following measurement instruments:
High Voltage Experiment Controller – managing high voltage
experiment, such as initiating high voltage generation on
Sphela solar array and distributing the high voltage source;

There has been an international research collaboration to
study the primary arcs and its test methods, and Figure 10
shows typical discharge (i.e. primary arc) current waveforms
obtained during this research by using the same experiment
method and solar cell (i.e. InGaP/GaAs/Ge) sample tested at
different facilities [10]. As can be seen from this figure, each
waveform is not similar in terms of the peak current and the
discharge duration. This means in-orbit arc may have different
peak currents and discharge durations.

Arc Counter – detects and counts occurrence of the arc, and
this system is same as on-board HORYU-2 (see right of Figure
2);
On-Board Oscilloscope (OBO) - records fast voltage/current
change during the flashover;
Arc Vision Camera
photographs of arcs;

(AVC)

–

records

MINIMUM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT

instantaneous

Light V-I Characteristic Measurement Circuit – measure V-I
characteristic of each solar array to monitor degradation;
Secret Ink – monitor accumulation of atomic oxygen collision
to the ETFE film, in which the accumulation appears as color
change that photographed by the AVC;
Langmuir Probe – measures plasma density and plasma
temperature.
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Figure 11: Frequency Elements of The Typical Primary Waveforms
(analyzed raw time-domain data provided by [10] with permission)

Besides the sampling rate, the longest discharge duration
was 216us occurred in JONUS chamber during the experiment
[10]. The OBO must have sufficient memory depth to capture
entire arc current waveform. Here, chamber wall give an effect
to discharge current duration as the waveform tend to become
longer with larger chamber size [10]. In addition, discharge
durations typically become longer with lower pressure [5] [10].
This means, arc currents in-orbit may be lower under ultra-low
pressure environment of space (i.e. typically 10-7 to 10-15 Pa)
and can be longer duration due to no affect from vacuum
chamber’s wall. Therefore, the memory depth should be
sufficient to record 216μs or more (i.e. memory depth ≥
sampling frequency × recoding time [word]).
Voltage/current resolution and rage are another important
performance. Peaks of discharge currents tend to become lower
with lower pressure [5] [10]. For example, the peak current of
approximately 50A was observed in LEO chamber, and the
peak current of 4.5A was observed in JONUS chamber -see
Figure 10. In order to cover such range -i.e. 1 decimal digit,
around 3 additional binary digits is required, which requires
more accurate peripheral circuit and of course increases data
size. Therefore, we need to specify voltage/current range and
minimise a dynamic range, and should be able to change at
least 2 ranges since in-orbit arc current has been unknown.
Here, 8 bit resolution is often used for fast ADC. This offers
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of:

Figure 10: Typical Primary Discharge Waveform
(Modified from [10])

The minimum input bandwidth and sampling rate to
measure the waveforms shown in Figure 10 can be derived
from their waveform rise/fall time. The input bandwidth of
oscilloscope should be more than the reciprocal of the rise time.
Then, the sampling rate of the ADC must be at least twice
faster than the input bandwidth -i.e. Nyquist frequency, and 3
to 4 times faster speed is typically selected [11] [12].

(1)

The sharpest signal rise time in Figure 10 is 1μs (see
middle, NASA GRC chamber), and this means 2 to 4MHz
sampling rate will be needed to chapter this discharge current
rise.

where: N is number of bits -i.e. resolution. As compared to
Figure 11, this SNR is sufficient for such arc current
measurement.

To determine the sampling rate, their frequency elements
were also analysed as shown in Figure 11. From the signal
bandwidth, the primary arc current waveform bandwidths were
measured to be 1.6 MHz, 800 kHz and 550 MHz at Kyutech,
ONERA and NASA, respectively. Note, the signal bandwidths
are also interfered by their measurement instrument, such as
input bandwidth and dynamic range. This means that the
minimum input bandwidth can be estimated to be at least
1.6MHz.

VI.

DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF THE ON-BOARD OSCILLOSCOPE

In order to capture the arc current waveforms, an
oscilloscope has been in-house developed. This development
includes detectors (i.e. current probe based on current
transformer) and oscilloscope. The current probe converts the
arc current to voltage, and the output of the current probe is
connected to a input of the oscilloscope. Each input channel of
the on-board oscilloscope consists of an Analogue-Digital
Convertor (ADC) and a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) memory –

In conclusion, the minimum sampling rate is determined to
be 3.2MHz.
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see Figure 12. A micro-controller controls and monitors these
components upon command sent from the On-Board
Computer -OBC.

As shown in Figure 12, the fast digital data is flowed only
between the ADC and the FIFO, and data can be forwarded
from the FIFO to the FRAM at any speed. Thus, this
architecture enables the micro-controller to operate at very
low frequency to reduce power consumption.

Each ADC converts the input analogue signal to 8bit digital
parallel signal. The sampling interval (i.e. sampling rate) is
controlled by an external clock –shown as CLK in Figure 12.
This 8bit digital signal is fed directly into in the FIFO
memory. Each digital signal is stored on this memory upon the
external clock, which synchronized with the sampling clock.

The use of a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) has
also been considered instead of using the discreet components
such as logic ICs, the FIFO memory and the micro-controller.
The FPGA offers smaller total system size than that of the
discreet components. However, the operational temperature
range of FPGA (e.g. SPARTAN-6) is very narrow (i.e. +15 to
85°C) compared to the discreet components (i.e. most of
components used for the oscilloscope are operational between
-40 and +85°C), and power consumption of the FPGA is
higher than that of using discrete components. Available
energy on HORYU-3 is very limited, because it is nanosatellite and nearly half of spacecraft surface is used for
accommodating the experiment instruments which do not
contribute to its spacecraft’s power generation. The FPGA
does not seem appropriate for this spaceflight mission, and
hence this project decided to use the discreet components for
building the oscilloscope.

Trigger modes of this oscilloscope are up/down edge
detection, and the trigger is generated internally by using a
comparator and two D-type flip-flops. The comparator always
keeps eye on incoming signal (i.e. the solar array current), and
output high or low digital signal depending on the inputted
analog signal and a given reference voltage –i.e. trigger level.
The flip-flops detect an up-edge and a down-edge slope from
changes in the comparator’s output, and the trigger signal is
generated based on one of these edges.
Table 1: Operation Sequence
Sequence
Clock Source
W_CLK
R_CLK
1
2

Reset FIFO and flip-flops
Adjusting horizontal position

No Input
MPU

No Input
No Input

3

Standby (store and waste)

Main CLK

Main CLK

4
5

Triggered (capturing waveform)
Captured (memory full)

Main CLK
No Input

No Input
No Input

6

Forward data to the FRAM via MPU

No Input

MPU

In the both cases (i.e. use of discrete components or a
FPGA), there is strong correlation between sample frequency
and power consumption. Power consumption is increased with
increasing sampling frequency. Power is the one of precious
resources on a cube-sat, and therefore the power consumption
of this measurement system must be minimized while
maintaining sufficient sample speed. The measurement system
can capture waveforms at the maximum speed of 40M
samples per second which is twice faster than typical ground
testing setup, and therefore can sufficiently observe changes in
arcing currents.

Operation procedures of the OBO are summarized in Table
1 and details are as follows:
Initialisation (Sequence 1-2): when turned on or returned from
data saving (sequence 6), the FIFO memory is cleared
including its address pointers. Then, horizontal trigger position
is adjusted by controlling number of writing clock (W_CLK in
Figure 12) applied to the memory.
Standby (Sequence 3): Until trigger signal input (sequence 3),
stored data in the FIFO memory is read (deleted) at the same
time as writing (saving), and therefore this memory never
becomes full or empty and keeps certain amount data in the
memory. In other words, same clock signal fed into both
W_CLK and R_CLK inputs, and hence both the reading
address pointer and the writing address pointer remain at the
same position during this sequence. This means that the certain
amount data (last data before the trigger) is always remained
on the FIFO memory. Here, this data amount is adjusted by
sequence 2.

Figure 12 Block Diagram of on-Board Oscilloscope

Transferring telecommand and telemetly through a memory
(i.e. FRAM or EEPROM) is unique method compared to other
small satellites, in which this method allows only half-duplex
communication and requires token control. The advantage of
this method is that students can easily adapt to this
communication method as this needs only read/write processes,
compared to conventional serial communication that require
real-time software to monitor incoming command.

Capturing Waveform (Sequence 4-5): As soon as trigger
signal is detected, reading (deleting) action (sequence 3) is
terminated, and the digital signal outputted from the ADC is
stored until the memory becomes full.
Saving Data (Sequence 6): Once the FIFO memory is filled up
(an arc current waveform is captured), the stored data being
transferred to the FRAM through the micro-controller. By
repeating these processes, this oscilloscope captures and stores
multiple arc current waveforms.
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VII. PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT AND THE INITIAL TEST
RESULTS OF ON-BOARD OSCILLOSCOPE
A prototype of the oscilloscope has been developed inhouse. Left in Figure 13 shows main board, which mainly
consists of the ADC and the FIFO memory. A 4MHz crystal
oscillator is used in this prototype. Once trigger signal
generated and waveform captured on the FIFO memory, the
waveform data on the FIFO memory being transferred to the
micro-controller shown in right in Figure 14.
Analogu
e Input

Comparato
r

FIFO

MUX

ADC

FF

CL
K

Data and
Control Signal
to/from MPU

Figure 15: (Top) Experiment Configuration; and (Bottom)
Experiment Setup

The function generator supplied 100kHz sine signals had
amplitude of 1.75V and centre voltage of 2V. Figure 16 shows
captured waveform, in which 0% difference in frequency
difference and 1% difference in the peak-to-peak voltage were
observed.

1”
Figure 13: Main Board (Prototype)

FRAM

RS-232
Interface
to Computer

Data from
FIFO
MPU

1”
”

Figure 16 Captured Waveform

Ctrl Signal to Main
Board

Figure 16 shows 200 kHz sine wave signal (amplitude of
1.75V and centre voltage of 2V) was captured by the
prototype and the commercial oscilloscope for comparison. As
can be seen from Figure 17, the Spurious Free Dynamic
Range (SFDR) was measured to be around 50dB and the
average noise floor was below 75dB from the peak of the
inputted signal.

Figure 14: MPU Board (Prototype)

Figure 15 shows testing configuration and its setup. In
order to determine the basic functionality as an oscilloscope,
the prototype measured signals from a function generator -i.e.
SONY Tektronix FG310. In addition, the signal was also
distributed (by using a BNC T adapter) to a commercial
oscilloscope (i.e. LeCroy WJ314A) for comparison. The
measured waveforms by the prototype were sent to a laptop
computer through an RS-232 interface.
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Figure 20 Captured Waveform

The ADC of the OBO was tested with californium to check
Single Event Latch-up (SEL) –see Figure 21. The functionality
of the OBO prototype was checked with a function generator,
and operated perfectly. Figure 22 shows an example of
consumed current, and no sudden suspicious current was
observed during entire test. In addition, the ADC and the FIFO
memory were irradiated by Co-60 -i.e. 10kRAD in total, and
the OBO prototype still functioned normally.

Figure 17 FFT of Captured Waveform by the Prototype
(200kHz Sine, Amplitude 1.75V, Centre 2V)

The prototype was also tested with real solar cells (i.e.
engineering model for HORYU-2, conventional non-arcproofed array) and plasma environment in vacuum chamber –
see Figure 18 and Figure 19. This test configuration is similar
to that of high voltage experiment system on-board HORYU4. Current flows from the high voltage capacitor and electron
collector (or chamber chassis), through the plasma, then solar
cells and back to the capacitor again. Current measurement
range of the prototype is 0 to 40A with resolution of 160mA.

Figure 21: SEL Test
Configuration

Figure 22: Supplied Current During
SEL Test

Figure 23 shows, in-house developed very small current
probe (i.e. namely, On-Board Current Probe -OBCP) that
converts current flow from solar array in to measurable voltage
for the OBO. The architecture of this current probe is based on
a current transformer and is very simple. In addition, this
transformer provides galvanic isolation between the high
voltage biased solar arrays and the OBO, and this isolation
allows GND separation which is advantageous to precision
measurement. Figure 24 shows an example of waveform
captured by this current probe prototype. Detail of experiments
with this small current probe is presented in another paper of
this conference [13].

Figure 18 Experiment Configuration

Electron Collector

Sample Array
ESD Point
Figure 19 Experiment Configuration

Figure 20 shows an example of arc current captured by the
commercial oscilloscope (i.e. LeCroy 314A) and the prototype
for comparison. As can be seen from this figure, the both
waveforms are very similar. The wave from captured by the
prototype is more clear than the commercial one. This is
because a low pass filter in the prototype circuit effectively
removed high frequency noise, and the setting of input voltage
range of the commercial oscilloscope was relatively wide.
This result confirmed the concept of the on-board oscilloscope
and promises in-orbit performances.

Figure 23 on-Board Current Probe Prototype with 500 Yen Coin (left) and
Conventional Current Probe (Right) for Comparison

Figure 24 Captured Current by OBCP Prototype and Commercial DC
Current Probe for Comparison
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There are 2 sample solar arrays (i.e. nTJA and fTJA), 2
secret-ink tiles and a color chart tile on –Z surface –see left of
Figure Figure 27. In addition, cTJA is attached on the inner
side of +X panel –see right of Figure 27. A fish-eye lens is
used to capture these objects –see right part of Figure 25.
These objects are accommodated in pitted area of this surface –
see downside of Figure 3. This pocket is to shade the sample
solar arrays from the Sun in order to capture discharge
flashlights without any interference from highly intense
sunlight.

VIII. DESIGN OF ARC VISION CAMERA
“A picture is worth a thousand words” A video camera
monitors each ±X panel to identify arcing locations from
recoded images. Figure 25 shows side view of the satellite
(view from –Y side) with 2 optical systems (purple colour). An
optical system looking +Z panel by using a mirror located
outside and a lens placed inside the satellite. Another optical
system looking –Z panel, in which a lens and an image sensor
are located inside the satellite (i.e. shade).

Figure 27: Objects Accommodated on, (Left) -Z Panel; and (Right)
backside of +X Panel –Transparent View from +X

Figure 25 AVC Optical System Overview

Figure 28 (left) shows how an image by –Z camera will
look like. As can be seen from this figure, the corners of the
image are not clear due to the fish-eye lens distortion.
Nevertheless, this image quality will be sufficient to determine
discharge locations from flashlights –see Figure 28 (right).

Figure 26 shows basic architecture of the AVC. The video
camera uses a B/W monochrome image sensor, which has a
resolution of 752x480pix. The memory depths of an FIFO
memory is approximately 2MByte, which can store around 4
frames (i.e. 752 × 280 pix) interlace video. In case of a lag in a
shutter timing, a video capture board records several videoframes before and after the shutter command, and therefore we
will not miss the best shot. This system consists of the camera
and the video capture board and is called Arc Vision Camera
(AVC). The concept of AVC is similar to an event data
recorder installed in cars, and the architecture of the AVC is
similar to the OBO.

Figure 28 –Z Image Taken Through The Fish-Eye Lens; (Left) Original
Image with Lens Distortion; and (Right) after Image Correction

Certain amount of data (e.g. 1/3 of memory depth) is
always kept in the FIFO memory –i.e. saving and deleting at
the same time. The video-capture board stops deleting data (i.e.
video frames) as soon as receive a trigger signal from the
OBO. When the FIFO memory is fully filled by the images, the
data will transferred to a flash memory. By repeating these
processes, the AVC records multiple discharge events.

In contrast to –Z surface, there is no sidewall on +Z surface,
and thereby the object on this surface will be highly exposed to
the space environment compared to that of –Z surface, in fact
this side provides ordinary spacecraft surface environments to
the samples. In return to this, the AVC of +Z size must cope
with the sunlight in order to image the discharge flashlights. To
recognize the discharge flashlights by the photographs, the
reflected sunlight intensity should be lower than the discharge
flashlights. Therefore, an optical low pass filter (i.e. cold
mirror passes through wavelength longer than 750nm) is
inserted in front of a lens, in which the intensity of the
incoming sunlight will be reduced by half. Here, the infrared
filter is often used in ground tests to image small flashlights.

Figure 26 Architecture of Video Capture Board

The recorded video-frames will be downloaded to our
ground station through the S-band downlink. For downloading,
no image/data compression will be applied. Therefore,
downloaded video-frames can be played back even with some
communication errors.

In order to minimize a barrier against space environment
exposure and to reduce the temperature variation affect to the
image sensor, the image sensor and lens are accommodated
inside the satellite, and capture the objects through a small
convex lens –see left of Figure 25. There are 2 sample solar
arrays (i.e. fTJA and nTJA), secret-ink tiles and the VAT –see
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left of Figure 29. As shown in Figure 29, the design of the +Z
AVC gave emphasis to imaging the sample solar arrays, and
thereby the convex lens is used.

IX.

OPERATION SENARIO

Currently, an engineering model of the OBO is under
development. The flight configuration of the OBO will be 4
input channels includes 1CH of 4MHz sampling input and
3CH of 40MHz sampling inputs –see 11. This 4MHz circuit is
low power consumption (i.e. around 300mW), and thereby
advantageous for operating long duration and unknown
condition.
The 4MHz circuit and the 40MHz circuits are separated
(even power supply) and can operate independently of each
other to achieve redundancy, but share the trigger signal. For
example, when an ESD occurs on one of the sample solar
arrays, flashover current passes through the electron collector
must be same as the current flows from the solar array to the
high voltage system ground –see Figure 9. Therefore, a
captured arc current waveform at the high speed ADC (CH2 or
CH3) should be same as that of CH1. This module operates in
conjunction with the AVC. Table 2 and Table 3 shows the
specification of the OBO and the AVC, respectively.

Figure 29 +Z Panel Image Simulation, (left) Objects Locations; and (right)
Simulated Image
(Simulated by Universe Optical Industries Co., Ltd.)

Prototypes of the AVC optical system are currently under
development. Figure 30 shows a prototype of +Z AVC, and
Figure 31 shows a prototype of –Z AVC. The AVCs use a
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) 1/3 CMOS image sensor.
Sensitivity of this sensor is 0.1lux, which is lower than a highgrade CCD image sensor by a factor of 20. However, the
power consumption of the CMOS sensor is less than 300mW,
which is 4 times lower than that of the CCD. In addition, the
dynamic range of this sensor is very high (i.e. 110dB), which
help to image the flashlights under the Sun projected condition.
The optical system use small COTS board mount lenses, which
attached to the image sensor by standard M12 mount. The
specially made part is the arc-like convex lens, which is
designed and manufactured by Universe Optical Industries.

Table 2 Specification of the OBO Flight Model
Channel
CH1
CH2CH3 CH4
Input Range (OBCP)
-10to30A -0.5to1.5kA -2to6A
0to400V
Vertical Resolution [bit]
8
8
Input Bandwidth [MHz]
1.6
10
Sampling Rate [MHz]
4
20, 40 (selectable)
Memory Depth [words]
1024
8192
Storage [waveform]
256
32
Power Interface
0.3W, 5V input
1.7W, 3.3V and 5V
Operational Temperature -10 to +40 [degC] (plan)
Table 3 Specification of the AVC
Number of Image Sensor
2 (cannot operate at same time)
Resolution
752×480 (interlace)
Colour and Gradation
8bit B/W
Flame Rate
30fps (60fps interlace)
Flame per Event
Approx. 4.5 flames (2MByte)
Storage [event]
8
Power Interface
1W, 3.3V and 5V
Operational Temperature (plan)
-40 to +85 [degC] (camera and board)

Here, the power system of HORYU-4 is estimated to
generate an orbit average power of 4.3 to 5.2W and can
provide power to the payload/subsystem from a rechargeable
battery (i.e. approximately 40Wh energy capacity) when the
solar power is not available. The nominal average power
consumption of the satellite main subsystem estimated to be
4W without downlink and 4.3W with the high-speed downlink.

Figure 30: Prototype of +Z AVC (Optical System), (left) Mirror and
Holder with 1JPY for Comparison; and (right) Lens and Image Sensor

The ESD experiments will be performed with combining
the instruments, which are the arc counter, the OBO (i.e. the
fast channels and the slow channel) and the AVC. The power
system can provide sufficient power to the OBO CH1 for long
duration, but this is not for the other OBO channels and the
AVC that require supports from the battery. Experiment cannot
perform at same time on +Z and –Z panels because the samples
on these panels share the same measurement probes, in which
either +Z or –Z must be selected for each experiment.
Following are experiment modes, which are chosen depending
on its total experiment status and the power budget:
Figure 31 Prototype of –Z AVC (Lens and Image Sensor)
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Figure 32 Architecture of the OBO Flight Model

Only Arc Counter Mode: This mode tests the sample solar
arrays with the flashover current. The capacitance (shown in
Figure 4) should be adjusted (done by variable capacitance
circuit shown in Figure 9) based on the theoretical model to
simulate the flashover current. This test mode is same as
HORYU-2’s mission. Since the power consumption of this
mode is very low (i.e. ~0.1W) and can operate very long
duration, this can be used for identify high-accident location
and clarify the arc-proofed solar arrays.

sampling speed and number of channels. Since, CH2-4
consumes higher power (i.e. 2W + 0.1W) than the slow mode,
operational time will be limited. This experiment mode will be
used for more accurate data analysis. In addition, no one have
obtained such waveform in space, thereby higher input
bandwidth is needed against unknown waveforms. In this
mode, nominal sampling rate is 40MHz with 204μs recording
length, but it is expandable to 410μs by reducing sampling rate
to 20MHz in case of long duration discharge.

Slow Sampling Mode (OBO CH1 only): This mode also
tests the sample arrays with the flashover current and uses
same capacitance as “only arc counter mode”. Here, for all
experiment, the arc counter must be operational, because it
manages high voltage power distribution as well. Since this
mode demand low power (i.e. 0.3W + 0.1W), this experiment
can be performed long time such as 15 orbit revolutions. From
this long operational time, the captured waveforms can be used
for statistical investigations, such as peak current value and
primary discharge charge in relation to satellite orientation and
position.

Arc Event Imaging Mode (AVC + OBO CH1): This mode
is for capturing flashlight caused by arc. In order to get
sufficient light intensity for capturing, the capacitance (shown
in Figure 4) should be increased (i.e. this will be higher than
theoretical value). The capacitance will be determined by
laboratory test. The flashover current will be increased due to
the increased capacitance, thereby only CH1 has wide input
range. Since the AVC consumes high power (i.e. 1W + 0.3W +
0.1W), its operational duration should be short (i.e. 100
minutes).
Solar Cell Degradation Measurement Mode (OBO CH1):
Degradation of solar array performance will be measured by
this mode. This mode also requires larger capacitance (shown

Fast Fine Sampling Mode (OBO CH1-4): This mode
performs the same test as “Slow Sampling Mode”, except
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other in-orbit high voltage demonstration with different solar
cells and different configurations.

in Figure 4) to create high current at arc locations and causing
measurable degradations. The capacitance will be larger than
that uses in “Arc Event Imaging Mode”, and it will also be
determined by the laboratory test. Since this capacitance
creates high flashover current, only CH1 can measure. The
dummy load will be connected each solar array, and measure
V-I characteristic periodically.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Vacuum Arc Thruster Mode (OBO CH1 + AVC): This
mode operates the VAC, which powered by the same high
voltage solar array used for this discharge test. This mode
operates with or without the AVC. Top of Figure 33 shows a
typical waveform of the VAC discharge current. Current rising
time was 2μs and its spectrum was up to 1.4MHz (see down of
Figure 33), 4 MHz sampling rate is sufficient to measure
discharge currents of the VAT. A specially made current
transformer is developed to measure this large current. Further
detail about this demonstration is presented in ref [14].

We extend our appreciation to Universe Optical Industries
Co., Ltd. to consultation and manufacturing of the AVC optical
system.
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[Data from Okumura et al 2010, International Round-Robin
Tests on Solar Cell Degradation Due to Electrostatic Discharge]

Quickest currant Rise/Fall Time was
measured to be 1us
Also, some waveform has 0.3us small rise/fall

So, to observe these waveforms, we need

sampling speed: at least 3.2MHz
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Conclusion
The OBO and the AVC have been designed for high voltage
experiment on the small-satellite.
The developed OBO prototype meets the criteria (at least 3.2MSPS),
and successfully captured arc current waveforms with plasma
environment in the vacuum chamber.
HORYU-4 will be the first platform conducts similar experiments with
ground tests. The obtained data will be used to evaluate and improve
present ground testing methods (e.g. ISO-11221), and will eventually
contribute to the increase of solar array voltage.
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